Project Leadership Academy
OVERVIEW
The pace of business has never been faster with both external and internal factors generating the need to manage
change through projects.
Organisations are working hard to keep pace with this change and to deliver their projects successfully. Unfortunately,
not every project achieves this and without the necessary skills and attitudes the likelihood of project failure remains
high.

entire business.
The Project Leadership Academy is an innovative approach to developing leadership and delivery skills which centred
around personal resilience, leading high performing project teams and transformational change.
The Project Leadership Academy enables members to share their own experiences openly and with confidence and can
lead to both individual and organizational accreditation.

Target Audience

Masterclasses and other events to support additional
knowledge requirements;

Senior Business Leaders who wish to improve the
performance of the whole organisation;

Membership of the Association for Project
Management.

Project Managers & Directors who are held
accountable for the success of their projects;
Programme Managers & Directors who are held
accountable for the success of their programmes;

Organisations taking advantage of the Project
Leadership Academy will benefit from the following:

Portfolio Managers & Programme Office staff.

A uniquely designed solution tailored precisely to the
development needs of your business;

Key Features

A series of short, linked, highly practical workshops
allowing the minimum distraction for your valuable
team;

The Project Leadership Academy is uniquely
constructed using the following components:
A series of assessments to identify both technical and
emotional strengths;

A team of specialist consultants whose aim is to
support your professional development;

A series of linked “Theme Events” which explore the
challenges of delivering projects successfully;

Support in the preparation & delivery of individual
action plans designed to deliver a step change in
leadership for your business.

Action Learning where Project Leadership Academy
members commit to completing their development
plan;
A personal Coach and Mentor who will support their
development providing one-to-one support;

desirable and appropriate in addition to enhanced
capability
Demonstrable return on your investment;
A self-supporting community of PPM good practice.
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Project Leadership Academy
CONTENT
The Project Leadership Academy comprises of a linked series of short workshops each of which addresses a known development need for the organisation. The number, frequency and duration of events together with the overall duration of
the programme will be determined in consultation with the specific organisation however our recommended approach
is for each workshop to build progressively on the previous learning consolidating the knowledge and developing the
insights further.
As a result, our programme starts with personal leadership including personal challenges and resilience, then progresses
to building and leading high performing teams including behavioural traits. We then progress to leading commercial
negotiations with external suppliers and finally on to cover transformational change and including strategic thinking and
setting future priorities.
At the end of each workshop, each participant will reflect on the learning and identify 3-5 learning points to be acted upon
creating an action plan for typically the next ninety days. This will be put into practice with the support of both a personal
coach and their peer group.
Theme 1: Leadership of Self - understanding your own personal strengths and the tools and techniques available to help
you manage the challenges you will personally face including the ‘imposter’ syndrome and developing your own
personal resilience.
Theme 2: Leading High Performing Teams – understanding team dynamics, the emotional intelligence needed to reach
high-performance, the phases of team growth and how to accelerate through them.
Theme 3: Supply Chain Leadership – dealing with commercial pressures and conflict to negotiate strong supplier and
stakeholder relationships and deliver successful programme and project outcomes.
Theme 4: The Professional Project Leader – thinking more strategically, planning for the future, bringing the organisation
with you on the change journey and managing upwards.
Each of these themes would be tailored to the individual organisation and could be replaced, re-ordered as required.
TAILORED SOLUTION

FRAMEWORK
The framework is structured to operate at a number
of levels namely; Project Sponsor, Project
Director/Leader, Project Manager & Project Associate.

interventions which will improve the candidates
capability to deliver change.

UNIQUE OFFERING
The Project Leadership Academy is a unique

ONE YEAR PROGRAMME
The Project Leadership Academy typically provides
a one year development programme, that connects
a network of professionals both within and outside
of your organisation.

needs in mind.

THE REQUIREMENTS
In order to join The Project Leadership Academy
programme, candidates should already show
potential, ambition and drive.

APM ACCREDITED
This programme has been accredited by the UK
Chartered Body for project management and helps
participants prepare to become Chartered Project
Professionals.
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